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Chelsea v Manchester United
Tommy Walker the Chelsea inside right keeps an eye on the ball 

29th November 1947

improvements which would soon pay dividends.
Thanks to Roy Bentley hammering in 21 goals, 

with Johnny McNichol hard on his heels with 18, 
the Blues found themselves in an unusual place 
the following season. After their usual wobble, 
which began earlier that year, in September 
1953, after 4 games in a row had been lost, they 
found their rhythm. Were it not for the last 4 
games, of which they lost three, they would have 
climbed high in the table. But because of that 
collapse, they were 8th in the league after the 
final match. Not a brilliant season but a good solid 
one for Drake and his men that brought hope to 
everyone’s hearts.

Incidentally, Roy Bentley was top goalscorer 
every season from 1949 until 1956. An impres-
sive record. The numbers are;  22, 22, 11, 17, 17, 
21, 21, 16.

So the 1954/55 season opened. It was 
Chelsea’s 41st year of competitive football and 
their 20th year in the top League.  As the lads 
trooped off the pitch after their first match ended 
in a 1-1 draw against Leicester, no one dreamed 
of what would unfold over the next ten months. 
It was a slow start, and in October the Blues were 
up to their tricks again losing 4 games in row 
and floating on 12th place. And then the magic 
began, and the wins began to outrun the draws 
and losses. There followed 25 games without 
defeat. A run of ten matches brought 7 victories 
and Chelsea were riding high at Easter in 4th 
place. At last they were in with a chance at 
the title. The run up to the last four matches 
was nail-biting because Chelsea had to play 
both of their main rivals, Wolverhampton 
Wanderers and Portsmouth, in two of those four 
games. They had already beaten Wolverhampton 
3-4 away from home and Portsmouth at home 
4-1. 

The match against Wolverhampton was 
nerve-wracking, and Chelsea were almost denied 
a vital penalty when the referee missed a Billy 
Wright handball that prevented a Chelsea shot 
from going in the net. Luckily, the linesman was 
watching, and so full-back Peter Sillet ensured 
that Wolverhampton went down 1-0. Portsmouth 
were not so easy to conquer, and they took a 0-0 
draw from Stamford Bridge. Chelsea had to win 
one of their last two games. The decider came 
on St. George’s Day 1954. Sheffield Wednesday 
visited Stamford Bridge and were sent home 
after a stinging 3-0 defeat.

The title was already safe when Chelsea lost 
the last match to Manchester United 2-1. Defeat 
in that game could not taint the glory. It had 
been a long wait since 1905, but Chelsea were 
league champions for the first time. A moment 
for fans to savour. 


